


PLANNING THE
TWENTIETH-CENTURY
AMERICAN CITY
EDITED BY MARY CORBIN SIES
AND CHRISTOPHER SILVER

The authors reassess the history
of planning ideas and the impact
of the planning process on specific
neighborhoods, regions, and
urban communities in the United
States since 1900. Focusing on
large and small metropolitan areas
in all regions of the country, they
analyze a wide range of planners,
issues, and influences to explain
how the twentieth-century built
environment has developed.
52 illustrations, $24.95 paperback

INVENTING
TIMES SQUARE
Commerce and Culture at the
Crossroads of the World
EDITED BYWILLIAM R.TAYLOR

"No other work does so much to
put Times Square into historical
perspective both as a geographical
space--an actual entity--and as a
cultural symbol of central
importance."--Lawrence W.
Levine, author of Highbrow-
Lowbrow:The Emergence of Cultural
Hierarchy in America

40 illustrations, $19.95 paperback

FROM WHERE
WE STAND
Recovering a Sense of Place
DEBORAH TALL

"Humanistic geography at its
best."--Yi-Fu Tuan
$14.95 paperback

The Road and
American Culture
Drake Hokanson, Series Editor
George F. Thompson, Series Director

THE NATIONAL ROAD
EDITED BY KARL RAITZ
The National Road was America’s
first interstate highway, establish-
ed by an act of Congress in 1808.
This interdisciplinary volume
explores the importance of the
National Road in American
history and its influence on
culture and the national
imagination.

135 illustrations, $34.95 hardcover

A GUIDETOTHE
NATIONAL ROAD
EDITED BY KARL RAITZ

This companion volume to The
National Road is a traveler’s guide
to the nation’s first federally
funded highway--the historic
route from Baltimore to America’s
heartland.

289 illustrations, $34.95 hardcover

Creating the
North American Landscape
Gregory Conniff,, Bonnie Loyd,
Edward K. Muller, and David Schuyler,
Consulting Editors

APOSTLE OF TASTE
Andrew Jackson Downing,
1815-1852
DAVID SCHUYLER

Apostle of Taste is the first full-
length biography of Downing, the
horticulturist, landscape gardener,
and prolific writer on architecture
who shaped middle-class taste in
the United States prior to the
Civil War.

107 illustrations, $35.95 hardcover

UNPLANNED SUBURBS
Toronto’s American Tragedy,
1900 to 1950
RICHARD HARRIS

In this original and intensive study
of Toronto, Richard Harris shows
that prewar suburbs were socially
and ethnically diverse, with a
significant number of lower-
income North American families
making their homes on the urban
fringe.

84 illustrations, $39.95 hardcover

LOCAL ATTACH M ENTS
The Making of an American Urban
Neighborhood, 1850 to 1920
ALEXANDERVON HOFFMAN

"A model of neighborhood
history that should inspire further
work on the subject of urban
districts."--Jon C. Teaford,
American Historical Review

53 illustrations, $17.95 paperback
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Ecological Design
Sire Van der ~n and
Stuart Cow~n

The authors weave
together case studies,
personal anecdotes,
images, and theory to
provide a thorough treatment of the concept
of ecological design. In the process, they
present and explain a series of design
principles that can help build a sustainable
world with increased efficiency, fewer toxics,
less pollution, and healthier natural systems.

200 pages ¯ tables, figures, index
Hardcover: $40.00 ISBN: 1-55963-388-3
Paperback: $19.95 ISBN: 1-55963-389-1

Conservation Design for Subdivisions
A Practical Guide to Creating
Open Space Networks
Randall Arendt
Natural Lands Trust, American Planning
Association, American Society of
Landscape Architects

A practical handbook that explains how to
implement new ideas about land-use
planning and environmental protection in
designing new
residential
developments.
Illustrated with
site plans, floor
plans, photo-
graphs, and
renditions of houses and landscapes, it
describes a series of simple and
straightforward techniques that allow for
land-conserving development.

11 x8 1/2 ¯ 160 pages ¯ figures,
photographs, site plans, index
Paper: $34.95 ISBN 1-55963-489-8

Land Use in America
Henry L. Diamond and Patrick F. Noonan
Foreword by Laurance S. Rockefeller
Lincoln Institute of Land Policy

"Guided by the principle that planning
minimizes the destruction of natural
resources, the authors and the contributors
... offer a measured and encompassing
analysis of how land    I Land Use
should be used. The

[     i~ ~ericaissues are varied:
deteriorating agricultural
land, toxic water sources,
suburban sprawl ...land]
burgeoning disaster
relief....This lodestone
book fulfills its lofty
ambition--it is a great source for
understanding this complex, sensitive
subject."
-- Publishers Weekly

368 pages ¯ tables, figures, photos, index
Paper: $26.95 ISBN 1-55963-464-2

DISEASES OF TURFGRASSES
by Houston B. Couch
Third Edition 1995
ISBN 0-89874-211-0 424 pp. $84.50
Long recognized as the basic reference on turfgrass pathology, Diseases
of Turfgrasse$ has been updated for the first time in twenty years. The
new edition contains the most recent comprehensive treatment of diseases
of turfgrass and is the most complete reference currently available.
The book has been designed as a practical manual for all those engaged in
turfgrass management and is specifically directed to plant pathologists and
agronomists. It can be used both as a thorough text and scientific refer-
ence manual.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Houston B. Couch, Ph.D., is professor of plant pathology at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State Univemity.
He has been conducting research and writing a~ticles on the nature and control of tudgrass diseases for 40
years. His association with and service to professional organizations and societies includes: Educational
Advisory Council of the Golf Course Superintendents Association of America; president of the Northeastern and

; chairman of the Steering Committee of the
on the Ecotogy of Root Infecting Microorganisms; and chairman of the Committee for the

Establishment of the National Registry of Practitioners in Plant Pathology.

Strong emphasis on diagnosis

Over 250 photographs, including 180
in color illustrating the full range of
symptoms for all major diseases

Latest facts on integrated disease
control using cultural practices,
resistant varieties, and specific
biological control products and
pesticides

Money-saving tips on selection and
use of fungicides

Most respected reference in its field

Domestic orders add $6.00 for the first book, $1.50
each additional for shipping and handling. Foreign
shipping costs available upon request.

KRIEGER PUBLISHING COMPANY
P.O. Box 9542 ¯ Melbourne, FL 32902-9542
(407) 724-9542 ¯ Direct Order Line (407) 727-7270
FAX (407) 951-3571



SCHOOL OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY

GRADUATE PROGRAM

The Master of Landscape Architecture program at Louisiana State University provides
students with the opportunity to explore the role of nature, culture, and individuals in
shaping the built environment through the activity of design. The Lower Mississippi
Valley, a rich cultural and natural region, serves as a laboratory for examination of the
processes of landscape evolution and design.

LSU is a Research University 1, placing it in the top 2 percent of the nation’s colleges and universities. The MLA program
belongs to the Southern Academic Common Market, offering students from five southern states resident tuition.
Assistantships and other financial aid are available to qualified applicants.

Study tracks for students with degrees in design fields and for those seeking a first professional degree with bachelor’ s degrees
from other fields accommodate a range of individual student interests.

For further information contact:Suzanne Turner, Graduate Coordinator
Graduate Studies in Landscape Architecture
School of Landscape Architecture
302 New Design Building
Louisiana State University
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70803

Master of Science in

Environmental Resources

School of Planning and

Landscape Architecture

Arizona State University

Box 872005

Tempe, AZ 85287-2005

602 965-7167



California State Polytechnic University, Pomona

DEAN OF THE COLLEGE OF ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN

Applications and nominations for the position of Dean of the College of Environmental
Design are invited. The College includes 4 departments: Architecture, Art, Landscape
Architecture, and Urban and Regional Planning. Duties and Responsibilities: responsi-
ble for fiscal management, personnel management, planning and development of the
College, stimulation of excellence in teaching, research and scholarship within the College,
represents all aspects of the College to external forums. Required qualifications: Ph.D.
or appropriate terminal degree; an academic record which merits appointment at the pro-
fessor level; substantial administrative experience. Date of Appointment: Evaluation of
candidates will begin March 1, 1996, and continue until the position is filled. Salary:
Commensurate with qualifications and experience; attractive benefits package. AA/EOE.
For expanded position description and application, call (909) 869-2666, or E-Mail
RKSANCHEZ@ CSUPOMONA.EDU.

MICHIGAN, Ann Arbor--The Landscape
Architecture Program in the School of Natural
Resources and Environment, University of
Michigan, seeks applicants for two faculty
positions, to begin in the Fall of 1997. The
appointments include, one at a Full Professor,
tenured level and a second at an Assistant
Professor, tenured-track level. Teaching and
research interests in areas related to landscape
technology, ecological design,
participatory/community design, urban
environments or historic preservation/landscape
theory are particularly desired. For full
information/application procedures, please
contact Dean, School of Natural Resources and
Environment, Dana Building, 430 East University,
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109-1115, telephone (313)
764-2550. Application deadline: September 15,
1996 or until positions are filled. AA/EEO
Employer.

Restoration &
Management Notes

Editor:
Dr. William R. Jordan III

Published: 2 / yr.
ISSN: 0733-0707

¯ . . the first and major journal in field of restoration ecology.
Restoration and management of prairies, forests, wetlands and
other plant and animal communities. Edited at the University
of Wisconsin Arboretum. Founded 1982.

Rates:
Individuals: $22 / yr. We accept MasterCard
(must prepay) and VISA. Canadian
Institutions: $60 / yr. customers please remit
Foreign postage: $ 8 / yr¯ 7% Goods and Serv-
Airmail: $11 / yr. ices Tax.

Please write for,a free back issue list:
Journal Division, University of Wisconsin Press,

114 North Murray Street, Madison, WI 53715 USA
Or call, 608-262-4952, FAX 608-265-5277


